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1« "ntroduction

The object of thla study la to investigate

the pressure and temperature changes in ths region of

the Tropopause over stations in the United States and

to attempt to seek relationships which might clarify

or explain the reason for those phenomena that we know

to exist in the upper Troposphere. v;e are particularly

interested in those phenomena which sive a variation of

Tropopause height with a corresponding change of pressure

at the nine kilometer level, and the temperature-height

curves associated with such changes of atmospheric

conditions.

Inasmuch as thla investigation parallels closely

those of . . ,;lnes, . eteoroloc:ist In clsar^e of Investi-

gation of zhe Upper Air for the London ^teorolos;ical

Office, ana . almen, Professor of the ;oteorolo
c
'ical

Institute of the University of liolsingfors, in relation

to the subject matter at hand, a brief resume will be

/en in order to explain the methods used and the re-

sults obtained by these two eminent meteoroLogi3ts.
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Btpeclal thanks are due Profeasor . , loaaby

of the I'mssachusetts Institute of Technology for hla

helpful advice In the preparation of thla pap.r«





T ^. Z: ia and Results of . .Dines

The material upon whi nea baaed his

investigations and conclusions consisted of upper

air soundings over the British Isles and. the Continent

of Europe, He took departures from the mean of his

sets of soundings and computed total and partial corre-

lation coefficients and regression coefficients between

sundry variables of the upper air. His variables were:

1. Pressure in millimeters at sea level. 2. "can

temperature of air column from the 1 to the 9 kilometer

level. 3. pressure at th© 9 kilometerlevel.

4. The height of the Tropopause. 5. The temperature

at the Tropopause. He defined the Tropopause height as

.t point where the decrease of temperature becomes 1

degree Centigrade or less per kilometer. The formula

for obtaining his correlation coefficient was

where
Z l b a\*~r— ^ V^(* a)

-• t\ and tt a* and wb n represent the

variables being correlated, the standard, deviation,

and nnB the number of ascents.

Dines has listed five sets of correlation

coefficients bbtaine.. from a similar number of groups arid
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the British Isles. The correlation coefficients were

obtained for all groupings by taking departures from

the mean. The mean of the correlation coefficients

for the entire five -roups were compute , and are as

follows*

Surface pressure versus mean temperature 0.46

n n pressure 9 km. level 0.66

*
r Tropopause height 0.69

* • • « temp.

ean temp, versus Pressure 9 km. level 0.92

Tropopause height 0.78

* n temp. -0.39

Frezs* 9 km* level versus Tropopause height 0,

B B « temp. -0.49

Tropopause height vs. Tropopause temperature-0.65

computed the standard deviations for his

various sets of soundings and arrive.! at the following

values for the mean of these standard deviations:

Surface pressure 9.4

Mean temperature 7.0

Pressure at the 9 Ion. level
.2

Tropopause height 14.8

-opopause Tesserature 6*6

The units for these values are decrees cent!

for the teraperattire, millimeters of mercury for the pressures,
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r:. 100 meters for fcftsi tropopause heirht.

On the basis of the value* of the correlation

coefficients coupled with results obtained from partial

corrolation an:, regression coefficients. Dines arrived

at the following conclusions:

1. me pressure at the 9 kilometer level has a

positive effect on the surface pressure and the mean

teaperature. It is very closely and positively

correlated with tropopause height, but he Is not certain

whether It is as cause or effect. It has a negative

effect upon Tropopause temperature.

2. temperature of the air column from 1 to 9

kilometers has a negative effect upon surface pressure,

a large positive effect upon the pressure at the 9

.-jcteter level, no direct offeet upon Tropopause height

and a moderate positive effect upon Tropopause tempera-

ture.

3. Tropopause height has a positive effect upon

surface pressure, no direct effect upon the mean tamper*

ature, it is closely correlated with the pressure at

the 9 kilometer level, and has a very distinct negative

effect upon Tropopause temperature.

4* Tropopause temperature has little effect upon

any of the other variables.
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III, Investigations of . alaan

The object of tills study was to attempt to

couple the Important te»Aperature and presauro variations

In the lover stratosphere with the tropospheric distri-

bution of these two variables. In this connection

Balnea stud- ie effect of both thernal-advoetion and

djxttu&c convection in relation to the coupling sought,

Paliaen elected, as a means of investigating

the advectivo process , to study the results of soundings

nadG on both sides .e polar front. On one side he

had Polar air* on I ther, tropical marltine air.

These soundings showed a temperature difference of about

legrees C, between the two air masses, this tempera-

ture difference attained its imxlimm value between the

4 and 7 kilometer levels. The tropopause in the polar

air jaass was around the 8 kilometer level , that in the

tropical air around 12 kilometers. The teeaperature dif-

ference again became large in the vicinity of the 12

klloiaeter level; however, this difference was in a

reverse order to the former, i.e., where the tempera-

ture of the tropical air had heen higher in the tropo-

sphere, it was lower than that of the polar air, in
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the stratosphere. Having obtained tliese results ulrien

then proceeds to seek a coupling between the Polar front

waves at the surface and the tropopause height changes.

In the explanation of the coupling effect he

parallels his Ideas with those of Bjerknes* A wave Is

assumed to have formed on the polar front. The tropical

air glides upward on the "est side of all wave crests

and downward on their East side. This force J vertical

motion must die away with elevation, and it is known

kfcrt it almost disappears at the tropopause. Accordingly,

there Is vertical shrinking over the ./est side of the

polar front wave crests and corresponding horizontal

divergence of the tropical air; on the East side, on

the contrary, there is vertical expansion and horizontal

convergence. direct result of horizontal divergence

is acceleration of anti-cyclonic circulation and the con-

sequence of convergence is acceleration of cyclonic

circulation. original purely west-east flow of

tropical air will therefore assume an anti-cyclonic curva-

ture over the western slopes of the wave crests and a

cyclonic curvature over the eastern slopes of the wave

crests. The stream lines acquire a sinusoidal like

shape In the horizontal - a shape which is also taken up

by the isobars. eventual resultant effect is to have

a raising of the tropopause height over tlie part of 1
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flow with the northerly component, & slnkin - over that

part of the flow with the southerly component. In the

stratosphere Is found, In turn, a vertical stretching

and a vertioal shrinking, in conjunction with the

shrinking and stretching describe! above, The tropopauee

wave was found to be out of phase with the polar front

wave, In that Its corresponding amplitude points are to

the westward of those on the surraoe.

Having rea this stage by means of therrml

advectlon Palmen then demonstrates how the action of

dynamic convection becomes the controlling factor.

The vertical snotion is aT\gmented by the in-

crease of vorticity as the cyclone becomes more intense

and occludes. The vertical shrinking is accompanied by

a convergence of the potential temperature surfaces, the

region of vertical stretching is accompanied by a diver-

gence of the potential temperature sur aces with a

convergence of these 3uriaces above the regions of stret-

ching. In the regions of convergence we have a decrease

of the temperature gradient. The action of the above is

illustrated In the following sketch* ( See ^age 9). The

positions of the points of maximim convergence represent

the poaition of the tropopauae in these regions.

Palmen further states that if the conver-

gence of the potential temperature surfaces is super-
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Imposed on the existing tropopause, It is 111 cause I

normal Inversion found In this region to sharpen.

obtains three general types of temperature - height

curves o tending up into the stratosphere - or "tropopause

types" m as are shown on the following sketch. (Sea page 11).

Fro normal pressure, J Is case IOC ..libara, is

found an isothermal situation starting at the tropopause;

for low pressure at the rar ace, 976 millibars, is found

a sharp inversion of a depth of about 1 kilometer and

then a gradual decrease of temperature 7&th height;

for high pressures at the surface, 1054 kilometers, is

found a sharp inversion which extends several kilometers

and then becomes practically isothermal.

the action of the deformation field is such

that t .nvercence of the potential temperature

surfaces takss place other than at the tropopause itself*

Imen asserts, a new tropopause is formed at this

**gion of convergence and the old tropopause is annihilated*

fhe feapwatlon of this now tropopause, in soctiona at vary-

hts, gives a loaf-like structure, instead of a

continuous smooth boundary surface. Turbulent mixing

takes place between the open discontinuities of the

new tropopause structure.

igations anJ results as out*

lined above, -almen arrives at the following conclusions t
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!• a primary development or a cyclone, advec-

tion dominates, in that the temperature changes in the

main can be attributed to meridional advection - in this

sta&e, polar front waves and tropcpauae waves are coupled

la a certain phase displacement . Phe general tropopause

and stratosphere a on represents a unified atmos-

pherie flow pattern*

Investigation of temperature contrasts between

tropleal aii' and polar air gives the best scans of study

of meridional advec

-•s the frontal surface o .tends to the

upper boundary of the tropopause.

4* As occlusion sets in a cyclone the dynamically

vertical displacement dominates , in that, from this

stage on, the temperature and pressure sta demand,

in the main, on she vortification of the cycl no. A

. lalysis of tbsoo temperature changes and of the

vertical oscil >ns of the tropopause that one has to

doal with, wi e attendant deformation fields, show

,t not only txvpopause types may change, but in certain

cases the tropopause itself. is it follows that

the actually occurring vertical action in a so-called

tropopause front may not always be determined from the

oscillation of the ant tropopause.

t. 3y investigating typical individual eases as
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is

1# In the prlznaxy development of a .10, advec-

tion dominates, in that the temperature cliansea in the

xaain can be attributed to meridional advection - in this

sta^e, polar front waves and tropopause vssaves are coupled

a certain phase displacement. 0M general tropopause

and stratosphere a voc;,ion represents a unified atmos-

pheric flow pattern*

2» Investigation of temperature contrasts between

tropical a: polar air gives the beat means of study

of meridior jn.

3. At tiaes the frontal surface extends to the

upper boundary of the tropopause #

4* As occlusion sets in a cycl-ne the dynamically

vortical d cement dominates, in that, from this

stage on, the temperature and pressure changes depen, ,

in the main, on the vortlficatlon of the cyclone,

closer analysis of these temperature changes ami of the

vertical oscll ns of the tropopause that one has to

v7ith, wl m attendant deformation fields, show

not only tropopause z^/pea may change, but in certain

cases the tropopause itself. From this It follows that

the actually occurring vertical action in a so—called

tropopause front may not always be determined from the

oscillation of the apparent tropopause.

6. | Investigating typical individual cases as
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wall tis through the formation or suitable mean values

the influences of the fields of dsformtior. of the

temperature distribution in the environment of the

tropopauee over cyclones and anti-cyclones beeetaee quite

clear* ever strong cyclones and occlusions the tropo-

pause is generally characterised by a sharp inversion*

This is also the ease over anti-cyclones, Uiere is an

important difference in that the tropopauee la low over

cyclones and high over anti-cyclones* Also the tropo-

pause inversion over cyol nes covers about 1 kilo-

neter wh o inversion is several kilometers deep

over anti-cyclones* At normal proseuro the lower

stratosphere over .Europe is characterised by particu-

larly isothermal atx'atifiaation*

3y the distribution of potential teaperatur©

one can* by omitting radiation and advection* in certain

oases compute the vertical displacements which actually

took place in the generation of highs and lows*

. The question of the seat of atmospheric px^maurm

variations ear. be answered only on the basis of detailed

analysis of the phenomena at different levels. It la

true that in general the stratosphere phenomena* on

the face of it, have a deciding Influence on the pressure

variations belos ills fact depex^ia on the general

urinal structure of the atmosphere and has nothing to

do with the problem of cause and affect.
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r..:..:, iditiona Over stations In the l t 3 t

The greatest obstacle ;.i& proper d gsn&nt

of thla sub. - lack of aouxidlng balloon ascents,

not so r.: quantity, but scarcity or soundings jaade

at regulr.. /als over a period of tisae when large

temperature pressure variations are to bo encountered.

Also it was essential to use soundings which had be

evaluate a laanner such that teaperature, proseuro,

and elevation eoxild be selected Tor a great number of

points witlioui haviag to recompute the soundings, The

aaost desirable series of soundings were obtained for

the stations listed below

|

1. Hoyal J eater, Ind. May 1

2. laki Texas Oct.

3* Wmftm , Okla. s. ISI

4# Royal . ....*, Ind. Sep* UN

iter, Ind. . . 31

This infonaation was obtained from the various

Monthly leather Reviews*

All seasons except the suasaer are represented

in this group, Is addition there is a variation of lati-

tude between the extreoe stations of about ten degrees*

nee some of the groups evaluated by Di»es consisted of
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soundings nado Uiroiagbcmt the year and at various

tions in Europe, it is believed that reliable results

can be obtained frox the above stations.

It vaa accessary to select a system of group-*

the soundings in pairs audi that the wajrlnssna nunber

could be obtained* since it was believed that satisfactory

mean values could not be established accurately for the

monthly periods* The groupings conoiste in determining

the changes between two subsequent soundings where t

tiaie interval between the two was not less than el

?* and not saere than . f hour.. , ills irregular

tire interval was necessary because ol tie feet that

balloons were mot released at constant intervals

,

a few of NPil wex»e 1 s destroyed, and sow*

of the soundings extended only a few Ullageters above

sea level*

In msny of the soundings it was extrsasly

. fieult to determine the tropopause he , neoes-

sitating the fo.Rsalat.ion of an arbitrary Oeflnltioa

ff this hei£;:.-t. -The i&>thoa used by Dines was selected,

iaes the tropopause height as the highest

point where the teatper&ture decrease Is : no

degree per lillwCH By adher5 .is

sort there Is a tend S all low inversions

one of i my be the tropopause with "a considerable
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temperature decrease above Uie Inversion, Therefore the

results obtained by usin; trApopause heights and temper-

atures, cannot be ,. .so much by their numerical

values but certainly the signs of the correlation coef-

ficients should be correct.

The soundings were grouped for each station

into paisrs M explained above an ti e variation of

the various elements obtained. Prom these differences

the standard deviations were computed by the formula

Cm\feifm)
n

The values of the standard deviations are listed below:

4.

3. 1

9 4.

18VC ,

6.1

compari ndard deviations with the

Individual differences no ratio of the two was greater

shows that the material select o I was very

uniform.

correlation coefficients were calculat

.

frc lard deviations by meaas of the formula:
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( * a ^b)
t «

f< ( c~ap
"

'

l/i~bV T*h©re a# and b represent the

*b H

variables bein-? correlated* The correlation cog onta

are listed below in addition to those obta'

iber of Correlation nub (Correlation
Combinations Correlated Coefficients Coefficients- \nes

82 *j -.30 .46
rt't .12 .66

52 *C . 14
52 r*f .11 (-)
00 SC* .70
52 '* .35 .78
52 '

4 '-).. : (-).

r£»* -).04 '-)..49
52 r|*| (-v., (-)

1 * surface pressure

2 • -ean Temperature 1-9 km.

wm* kru

i iit Tropopause

5 a Temperature ^ropopauso.

It n&ll be noted that wherever c or ?c is

involved as one of the variables, the number of gpo

decreases. Shi* ie to the f of t" e

soundin t not extend up to the tropopause.
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jlieved that the extreme smallneas of

most of the correlation coefficients mi e due to the

method of grouping together stations in different lati-

tudes and for different seasons o ,r. Several of

the individual months were grouped separately but the

correlation coefficients obtained f rora these groups were

of about the same magnitude as th^se found for the entire

, correlation coefficients calculated

from the entire group were accepted as beins represent

ive of tttt utmospfce t Unit ates.

q correlations which are of chief interest to

synoptic meteorologists >e deduced

from surface observations. : rem tiio table it may be seen

t star roosur© has a fair ne£ati\*o correlation with

the mean tenperature but practically no correlation wit

elements. Ilils brings out very stri,

ly the independe f sur I
.re. ITiis is in

direct o;; .ion to the results obtains-- by I ines as

may be note from an inspection of the tables above. Is

difference mqj be explains i by considering the disturbances

observed over the Unite I States and ::urope. It a general

rule cyclone: anticyclones oeeurrin or "urope ape

ver p, well«de\ listui- ,s, which in many to*

stoneos are believe, to extend well into the
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Over t .ates most of the sur ace disturbances

are comparatively shallow and move fairly rapidly* This

is apparent from the atmospheric cr- -sections oade at

... e past winter.

m only marked agreement between the correla-

tion coefficients of ines and those obtained for

between ma&n temperature and the

pressure kilometer IjvoI, and between the tropo-

pause .nd the temperature at the tropopause. Tt

is aeon tht. :i a hi .^e at the 9 kilometer

level is a corresponding large increase in t

moan temperature of the column of air under this level

and lor a low temperature at the 9 kt or tliere oxlsts

a low taaan tempera t If the air column. :Jhis ®armiag

and coolin is of sue a magnitude that it cannot

%mi this clian^e of pressure so btttfe other e;

-

-.latioxis . m sought which are incorporated in

art of 3tlgation following the methods of

.Lsen. It is also seen tMt with a high tropopauee there

exists cole] temperatures end with a low tropopause there

exists warm ten.} res. ore detail .iscussion of

Is condition will be &Lv&n on the following pages.
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Potential Temperatv. 'faces In the Vicinity of the

Tropopauae and Tropopause Types Obtained from this at-

tribution "aralloling the ethods of ^alraen.

© first step i study of the dietrib -

tion of potential temperature aces in the vicinity

of the t- use was to obtain correlation coefficients

between the pi- « at the kilometer level and the

. i temperature au: •« In

selectln potential toss. :.ces it was deeoed

it to select s s cl se enough to the tropo-

pause so 3 contour of the latter could easily be

eoBipared t contour ..jr. I the same tin*

it was necessary to use a range of surfaces v

j any ooe ivariance and to*

tant temperature variations.

.1 used consl^ cords

for tender 1950 ar; ruary jyol

lana and. for Dmmnbor 1MB at Breton UnPfBf &lahos*u

i I :m for these correlation coefficients are tabu-

o&& on page 21.
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T5

9 -an rs

315 , 740 13
, 31 , 10 10
.74 11,010 310
, 13,200 309

A, - 1930

)
,020 OiJO 24

) , ,300 324 17
1: 322

i . 13,820 324 15

1931

M ..76 302
(-) .. 302 22

. + ,. , SM

+ .• 11, 302 20
.74 11,510 j2

+ , 302

pair3 g 3 avaiia :>r

o from 27 ror surface

to 13 foi mm value of potential .. ... bur»„

.te t.; in sequence c

..;VCP, JliOVO

at4 atlon t

of correlation coefficients was obtain,

for each individual or low potc -
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tial temperature vr and positive for hlgb potential

temperatures. :e mgnitude o correlation coeffi-

b are large for the extreme values of potential

temperature.

In or oally

I , a plot o

of

. 1 .. ... fn i

.ration of po'_ 'ature

aces. -r

otential temperature ::m

s.

.rvo3 discussed in

will stations on

»a 24,25>26;>27,28,29»

osition

for the tropopause* ion equations v/ere Ceduc

ion lines vario tential teraper-

... :o vert posed on t respective

..ential t art— • ,e3ure- t 3 rl.

jit ion used was:

9 9C

/istic temperature- es \7ere

plotted for t e .distribution of potential t -ature

-iion lines for 1 low proo at
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9 k tlo oter level. The equation used to establish

t temperature at lifferent levels ms formed from

^oissonis equation and the hydrostatic equation*

there 9 *

J

a~hei^ht curves show that

types of the tropopause invar*

.aressuro areas at the

:ty will be noted for

The inversions over lm pressure

lower t*;an toe saoa the

ed by fairly steep lapse rates

adual decrease orapefature

-~.i:i -. .:; : ., .. c

- t.X :\::J ".:
. I •

'..;:-

•
'~-\'2 -

. :j . . , i •

" . -;v
. v.

loiseter level.

j three eases ana

are several

tropopause and are

the t

inversion there Is

continuing as Tar a

version

in the stratosphere*

is to be noted that the troposphere is about

6 degrees warmer under the high pressure tlma under t

/• Above the tropopause the temperature over the hi^i

is consider colder than that over t£*e 1 v. is

distri n is exactly that found by l»s as

bees mo nted for by hii throng) fchs fnffinimfft ef
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1* The contour of Dae potential temperature sur-

faces In t*i© vicinity of fclie tropopauee and in the

stratosphere are vary similar to the contour or the

tropepause, while in the troposphere below the 9 kilo*

meter level to slope of the former is opposite to

that of the latter*

The o istence of the tropopauoe types is

substantiated by tx ;rlbutlon of the potential

temperature surfaces* over the low pressure area we

have a well defined field of convergence* indicative of

a region of ;;;reat stability * over the h

area we find more equal spacing of the surfaces but,

however* a gradual decrease in the distances between

these surfacee * an indication of stability but to a

leaser degree* The translation of the bution

of potential surfaces to a temperature versus height

am shews in jsere detail the actual amount of

stability represented*

3* The displaeezsent of the concentration of po-

tential temperature surfaces to a different level

causes the regeneration of the tropopauee at that level,

e have a condition where the instantaneous he of

e tropopauee cannot be defined as exist:
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btl lift only, !The skiitls »J Mmi fcaOMPMM ^o llXttn*

ent levels has Its origin i „-advective

processes.

4* - tropopause hoi-^ht varies aa th© pressure at

th© kllox:seter level, little correlation exists be-

tween pressure at th© surlaee and that of t :

kilometer level, hence there is little correlation be-

tween surface pressure and tropopause he lie

transitory nature of the shallow-disturbances which

traverse the .a© would account f :. /arl-

atlon from European conditions.

opopause type curves show definitely that

3 troposphere temperature for a high pressure at the

I—ify level Is considerably higher than tlxat for

a low pressure © • sasa© level. atratospher©

it If tmtf !•§»! over Hm high it is

colder than over th© 1 la 4 la uion a pem-

a Is 1 for prlmaril vection but in-

tensified in Iclnitj x>pause by con-

vection especially over © area*

An e^ftzoin t the zonal distribution of

P&l. 1 temperature at different

that th© conditions outlined a over

.tea c j© accounted for primarily . vec-

tion I at convection is required to conpl etur©.
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7. toaperaturo heigbft curves for oyc^l ; ontor,

uary 1931 show the temperature at aao or tha

Inversion for the low pressure curve to be low awl

practical!- the s&zae as that for the same relative posi-

tion on the high pv curve. This phenomenon Is

difficult to explain, however, the curvos in eneral,

demonstrate f strong convection over a

cyclone arid a Itant cold tropopauso temperatux-

-nnection w .., it is ioiown that

when polar continental air loaves its source 1 and

crosses an open ocean sur ace, violent convection ensues.

It is at, initially, when air temperatures

are very low, this convection extends to about I o:

. :v ;etera. polar maritime air passes ov

! convection phenomenon is diminished and the

lency towards the restoration of radiation equilibrium

e, we had a v

flow of pacific air it is probable that the resul

I teinperatvpo-hel ht curve repreaor

str convection process is still f _...

- .xaraaly low tro mture and a tropopau:

t sli ;&** than nor: sal conditions « ./arrant.

. e to the daily sou

made a

where t steep lapsj r
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level oi tropo nlty the , with

•iced inversions pr /e the tropopau3e. A

.3I1 and comprehensive study of this problon necessi-

tatcs tl:o investlotion of the predominant wind ;tion#

for the soundings citei, this essential data was mi

in the majority of c-
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oundlng- Jalloon Otosorva'otons at

, In&. lirinn; international Mart

ptanfel monthly weal
p oluma #£ ,

raaitoay 1* pacv

4* iMTOj I. Ll - 9tin£l& -Jalloon Observations nia&e

at Jloya :->&. .:urin;: tttat International oni

:.
4 .ary 1031. "onthly leather Review, me #60*

January ,
pares 1

. amuels * founding-Balloon Observations issa&e

«vg kla. During the international onth,

j bar 1029 ,\;ont: jIuo* #6i

,

1931# pages 2

. . pgco - ..-national iMPOlogloal

..or, In&. May - Monthly -veataer Review,

olnwe Jttg pages 2J3-307.

7. Is - mo ;!::.- -Hoon observations inade

at 3roas"oeck # Texas , D0iag the International

bober 1.27. Mont

June - .
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